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Abstract: Problem statement: This study adopts an interdisciplinary approach in conducting the
study on “curiosity” with a toolset of experimental economics. Approach: I hypothesized that the
Decision Makers (DMs) tended to exhibit curiosity behavior when two conditions were met: (1) The
DMs faced “small feedback-based” decision problems; (2) The DMs bore tangible costs of their
curiosity behavior. Results: This study was the first to address the phenomenon of curiosity, using an
economics experiment, where the DMs received financial performance-based incentives (i.e., monetary
payoffs that were contingent on their performance in the experiment). Economics studies the cost and
benefit of any action made by the DMs, whereas psychologists do not. A key feature of the current
experiment was that the DMs faced 100-fold binary choice between two alternatives, both of which
yielded fixed payoffs. Conclusion/Recommendations: Experimental results were interpreted as a
confirmation of the hypothesis that curiosity was aroused when the aforementioned two conditions
were met.
Key words: Decision Making, small feedback-based decisions, curiosity, ambiguous treatment,
hypothesis, hypothetical situations, frequent smoking, ambiguous/imperfect information
INTRODUCTION
in terms of net payoffs. Third, the DMs take little
This study is the first to study the psychological
efforts and time in making decisions (Fujikawa, 2005;
facet of curiosity behavior in “small feedback-based”
Fujikawa and Oda, 2005). The importance of shedding
decision problems with a toolset of experimental
light on small feedback-based decision problems in
economics. Among remarkable methodological
investigating curiosity behavior is particularly
distinctions between experimental practice in
concerned with curiosity about problematical behavior
economics and that in psychology, one remarkable
among adolescents, such as their frequent smoking.
distinction is that economists pay the participants (i.e.,
National Institutes of Health (1976) medically and
provide financial incentives) according to their
legally defined age.
decisions and performance, whereas psychologists do
Nowadays people, especially adolescents, commit
not. Thus, the participants in economics experiments
a crime or do delinquent behavior that is resulted from
bear tangible costs of their behavior in laboratories. A
their curiosity. As an example, this study shall
feature of the current experiment on curiosity is that the
introduce problems of adolescent smoking, one of the
participants receive monetary payoffs that are
main reasons of which is curiosity. All crime is
contingent on their choice and performance. We shall
economically costly: Smoking is a crime (Stockman,
show that the DMs exhibit curiosity-seeking behavior
2006). Smoking frequently or every day is prevalent
when they bear tangible monetary costs of their choice
among adolescents, some of whom smoke even in the
and behavior. Note that previous findings in
school premises. They make a decision to smoke either
experimental psychology are based on the absence of
frequently or every day, regardless of their
tangible monetary incentives to the participants.
understanding of dangers of smoking. We would
A typical small feedback-based decision problem is
observe some adolescents who had never smoked:
characterized by three critical features (Barron and
Their exposure to tobacco ads, many of which appeal to
Erev, 2003; Fujikawa, 2007). First, the DMs face
young people, easily promotes curiosity about smoking.
repeated tasks and make decisions, relying on the
Having exhibited curiosity, they start and continue
immediate feedback obtained in similar situations in the
smoking and become regular smokers. They smoke
past. Second, each single choice is of little consequence
with a consideration that smoking is fun, a passport to
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decisions and provided with monetary payoffs that was
contingent on their decisions and performance.
Here is the supposition that curiosity refers to the
presence of the DMs’ “second-guessing” whereas
intuition refers to the presence of only their “firstguessing”. The adolescent is said to spend little time
and efforts in making her decision (i.e., to start
smoking). She, among many adolescents, has an
intuition about smoking: the intuition that smoking is a
health hazard-and hence her first-guessing about
smoking. In fact, 90% of adolescents are aware that
smoking is a health hazard, but few believes that
smoking is a threat to their own health (Tuakli et al.,
1990). In addition to her first-guessing, she also has her
second-guessing about smoking that leads to curiosity
about smoking. On the one hand, if she invokes only
the first-guessing about smoking (e.g., possible risk
from smoking), then she does not start smoking. On the
other, if she invokes the second-guessing about
smoking, then she exhibits curiosity that promotes her
start smoking. We shall experimentally show that the
DMs’ second-guessing invokes the curiosity-seeking
behavior.
This study attempts to investigate curiosity with an
economics experiment that includes feedback-based
decision problems. Repeated trials with an immediate,
accurate feedback afford the DMs the opportunity to
learn what their own choices bring to them in a specific
situation. A practical example of how people especially, adolescents - act out their curiosity is
addressed to initiation of smoking, as discussed above.
In spite of laws and regulations against adolescents’
smoking, they still try to find a way to get cigarettes.
Either frequently or every day, they make a decision to
smoke. After each smoking they receive an immediate
• Detention
feedback from it. For instance, they receive physical
• Recess
reactions immediately after each smoking, that is, they
get high and/or feel relieved and relaxed. This can be
• Suspension from the school for a particular period
evidenced by the statement (A National Legal-Action
• Expulsion
Antismoking Organization USA, 2008): “One of the
reasons for adolescent attraction to smoking is curiosity
However, none of the above steps relates to
about the physical reactions of it.” Thus, adolescents’
directly costly monetary punishments/sanctions.
frequent smoking is to be discussed in the context of the
Although pupils are commonly informed and aware of
repeated feedback-based decisions.
the rules, some pupils make a decision-even everydayTo achieve a tractable experiment environment as
to smoke in the school premises, without taking into
to curiosity behavior, for instance, let us consider a
full consideration tangible monetary costs of their
situation where the DMs are repeatedly asked to choose
behavior.
one of two urns from which they draw one ball. They
A question now arises: Do pupils still wish to make
are informed that Urn A contains only red balls and Urn
a decision to smoke in the school premises if they bear
B only black balls. The DMs are told, in advance, that
tangible monetary costs of their behavior (i.e.,
they can receive $4 if a red ball is drawn; $3 if a black
wrongdoing)? In an attempt to answer this question, I
ball is drawn. With an immediate feedback after each
conducted an economics experiment on curiosity in
choice, the DMs can gain an experience and outcome of
which the participants were asked to make their
1540

an exciting lifestyle (Lucas and Lloyd, 1999) and a little
decision for their pleasure. Hence, it is a small decision
for them to decide whether or not to smoke. In fact,
Lucas and Lloyd (1999) present a questionnaire-based
study with English secondary school students and the
respondents state in the questionnaire that “Smoking
just one cigarette would not hurt and smoking was
pleasant once you got used to it.” The adolescents make
their decision either frequently or every day with
spending little time and efforts, despite possible risk
from smoking (e.g., risk of lung cancer). They start and
continue smoking without careful consideration of the
harmful effects of smoking. It is found that nearly half
of the children in the U.S.A. tried cigarettes because
their family members smoked (Greenlund et al., 1997).
This finding implies that the adolescents initiated
smoking without thinking of the possible risk of
smoking, rather initiated smoking simply because their
family members smoke. The adolescents see family
members, especially parents, as a model. Most
adolescents value their parents’ behavior and opinions.
Thus, they consider that, without thinking carefully,
there is no problem to do the same as what their
parents/family members do.
Many pupils smoke in school premises, knowing
that smoking is a violation of school rules. They know
that there is no “monetary” punishment available to
them, even if they are found to be smoking. That pupils
smoke in any part of school premises constitutes a
violation of school rules. Usually, pupils who violate
the rules will receive a disciplinary action. Each time
they are found to have committed an offence against the
rules, they will proceed through steps, the examples of
which include, inter alia:
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their choices. If the DMs are asked to choose one of the
urns for 100 times, how do they behave? Do they
choose only Urn A during given 100 rounds, exhibiting
their first-guessing about the information provided by
the experimenter and hence intuition? Or, do they
choose both urns, exhibiting their second-guessing and
hence “curiosity”? Central to this question is the
supposition that some perhaps wish to choose Urn B for
certain times to check whether the information on the
two urns given by the experimenter is true or false.
To answer these questions, this study implements a
laboratory experiment that involves an ambiguous
treatment, where the DMs receive ambiguous/imperfect
information on the payoff distribution. The use of an
ambiguous treatment can induce the DMs’ secondguessing; that is, they are induced to invoke the secondguessing in the ambiguous situation. Ambiguity refers
to the absence of a single coherent interpretation of a
situation or, obversely, the presence of more than one
plausible interpretation (Loewenstein, 1994). Several
authors (Einhorn and Hogarth, 1986; Fujikawa, 2007;
Mukerji, 1998) define ambiguity as an intermediate
state between “uncertainty” (i.e., the DMs receive no
information to rule out any probability distribution
possibilities) and “risk” (i.e., they receive one defined
probability distribution). In the current experiment,
there are two states of nature: a favorable state and an
unfavorable state, but only one of them obtains on any
given round during the experiment. That is, one state is
a real state that is being realized in the experiment,
whereas another is a dummy state. The participants are
not disclosed which of the two states are realized across
the experiment (If one defines “deception” as the use of
intentional and explicit provision of erroneous
information as in Hertwig and Ortmann (2008), then
providing the participants with the ambiguous
information constitutes nondeceptive design). The
inclusion of the dummy information on the payoff
distribution provides an ambiguity treatment in which
the DMs exhibit the second-guessing that induces their
curiosity behavior.
The current experiment is done in the context of
developing the following questions:
•

•

•

the payoff distribution? The answer to this question
would turn out on close examination of the
previous finding (Reio and Petrosko, 2006) that a
lack of information arouses curiosity.
Do the DMs exhibit curiosity when they bear direct
monetary costs of curiosity behavior?

Experimental psychology in curiosity: Our natural
“curiosity” is a major impetus behind scientific
discovery and the advancement of civilization (Berlyne,
1978; Bjorno, 2003; Dewey, 1909; Elmikaty, 2005;
Loewy, 1998). Previous authors have documented the
importance of curiosity. Bruner (1966) documents the
importance of curiosity by saying that curiosity is so
important that it is essential to the survival not only of
the individual but of the species. As pointed out by
Reio and Petrosko (2006) curiosity is linked to a wide
range of key developmentally relevant tasks, ranging
from the play and school activities of children to the
study (Berlyne, 1960) and leisure activities of adults
(Reio, 2003; Reio and Wiswell, 2000).
Despite different definitions of curiosity employed
by different authors, an aspect of curiosity is concerned
with information seeking toward uncertainty. Cicero
(1914) refers to curiosity as a “passion for learning”
and an “innate love of learning and of knowledge”
while Hunt (1963) as a “motivation inherent in
information processing”. Specific curiosity is described
as the desire for a particular piece of information
(Loewenstein, 1994). Piaget (1950) views curiosity as
the product of cognitive disequilibrium evoked by the
DM’s attempt to assimilate new information into
existing cognitive structures. On their nature to be
curious, individuals are motivated to discover new ways
to solve salient problems to adapt successfully and
continually (Reio and Petrosko, 2006). More
importantly, Dewey (1909) states that curiosity is a
vital component of thinking and it is the only sure
guarantee of the acquisition of the primary facts on
which inference must base itself. Curiosity is an
internal state occasioned when subjective uncertainty
generates a tendency to engage in exploratory behavior
aimed at resolving or partially mitigating the
uncertainty (Berlyne, 1978).
A number of experiments on curiosity were
Do the DMs exhibit curiosity when they face
conducted and reported by psychologists (Berlyne,
“small feedback-based” decision problems? In
1954; Litman and Spielberger, 2003; Lowry and
other words, do the DMs exhibit curiosity when
Johnson, 1981; Reio and Petrosko, 2006). The authors
they face repeated-play decision tasks with an
implemented psychology experiments to define
immediate, accurate feedback?
curiosity in decision making in which the DMs were
Do the DMs exhibit curiosity when there is
asked to make decisions in hypothetical situations, such
ambiguous/imperfect information on the decision
as interviews and questionnaires. The existence of
tasks available? In other words, do the DMs exhibit
curiosity and identified curiosity factors was examined
curiosity in the absence of perfect information on
1541
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by conducting questionnaires with undergraduates
(Litman and Spielberger, 2003). Ainley (1987)
empirically examined the existence of cognitive types
of curiosity. Reio and Petrosko (2006) conducted
questionnaires-based experiments to check an
appropriateness of a series of hypotheses on curiosity
presented by previous authors (Giambra et al., 1992;
Olson and Camp, 1984; Spielberger and Starr, 1994).
The results of previous questionnaires revealed the
existence of information-seeking curiosity. It must be
noted here that the authors presented individual
DMs’ behavior, resulting from the total absence of
monetary rewards.
Experimental practice in economics: Despite elegant
previous psychological studies, there has been so far no
experimental economics literature on curiosity in spite
of my conjecture that experimental economics and
corresponding areas in psychology (i.e., experimental
psychology and behavioral decision making) are
somewhat closely related fields that apply decision
theory and scientific research on human decision
making. The conjecture follows that both fields (i.e.,
experimental economics and experimental psychology)
should implement a reasonable experimental design.
This motivates and drives me to do the current research
on curiosity with a toolset of experimental economics.
The motivation is supported by a main importance of
applying a method of experimental economics in
analysing human behavior that is summarised as the
following two remarks. One remark is that - due to the
nature of psychology experiments that is different than
an approach of experimental economics - all of the
psychologists introduced above conducted psychology
experiments on curiosity with hypothetical situations,
such as questionnaires and interviews. That is, none of
the authors conducted the experiments in which the
DMs received monetary payoffs, contingent on their
performance in the experiments. Not only the authors
but mainstream psychologists are more casual about
defining their participants’ incentives in experimental
tasks (This is not to say that all psychologists have used
unpaid participants. There exist some psychology
experiments in which the DMs received monetary
payoff according to their performance (Shafir and
Tversky, 1992)). In fact, most psychologists feel no
necessity to offer salient rewards: The admonition to
the participants to “do their best” is acceptable
(Friedman and Sunder, 1994). It is highlighted that the
psychologists did not take into consideration an
analysis of (monetary) costs and benefits of their
experimental subjects’ action in the experiments.

However, a large caveat must be issued here:
Economists study costs and benefits of any action made
by the DMs. As such, extrinsic rewards are one of the
most important determinants of decision making among
experimental economists. It is inevitable to provide
experimental subjects with the financial rewards, which
are contingent on their performance in the experiments
(Fujikawa, 2006). Monetary incentives are commonly
absent in the research of psychologists: This makes
their study vulnerable to the criticism that the results
are not meaningful (Smith, 1991). Money is a
compelling incentive, in that most people will study for
it (Knutson and Peterson, 2005). Employing financial
rewards is considered as one of experimental standards
in economics (Hertwig and Ortmann, 2001). The use of
questionnaires can be problematic because the DMs
have no incentives to report their strategy reliably
(Sonnemans, 1998; Ciccone and Costain, 2004). Some
(Offerman et al., 1996) argue that the DMs are not
provided with an incentive to carry out the estimation
task seriously in some non-economic experiments
(Dawes et al., 1986; Rapoport, 1988; Suleiman and
Rapoport, 1992). This argument is supported by some
empirical evidence (Jamal and Sunder, 1991; Smith and
Walker, 1993) that the addition of rewards makes the
results of experiments more reliable and reproducible.
For example, in a post-experiment questionnaire
(Offerman et al., 1996), 50% of the DMs stated that
they would have answered differently if no incentives
had been provided. What the DMs say they would do in
hypothetical situations does not necessarily correspond
to what they actually do (Friedman and Cassar, 2004a;
Fujikawa, 2007). The present study avoids this
shortcoming and differs by providing the DMs with
clear, monetary incentives for revealing true beliefs.
Although, there is an assertion maintained by
psychologists (Thaler et al., 1997) that running
experiments with hypothetical questions is inexpensive,
fast and convenient, I did not obey the assertion in
implementing the current experiment on curiosity.
Another remark that strikes us is concerned with
“deception” in psychology experiments; whereas
experimental economists may not deceive experimental
subjects. A large fraction of social psychology
experiments attempt to mislead the DMs as to the true
nature of the experimental tasks (Friedman and Cassar,
2004b; Hertwig and Ortmann, 2001; Bohnet and
Zeckhauser, 2004). Psychologists sometimes create
experimental treatments by deceiving subjects
(Camerer and Thaler, 1995). However, deception of any
kind is taboo among experimental economists. In fact,
there is very strong norm in experimental economics:
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An economic journal will not publish an experiment in
which deception is used; whereas deception is
commonplace and accepted in psychology journals
(Croson, 2005). That is, the ethic in experimental
economics prohibits the deception of experimental
subjects. With a guarantee of no deception, the DMs
make choices without trying to “game” the
experimenter by figuring out what they are “really”
looking for (Zak, 2004). A convincing body of
Engelmann and Strobel (2000) documents that - in
many of the social psychological experiments in which
the information about other people’s decisions is
provided - this information is rigged and the DMs are
clearly deceived in previous studies (Alicke and Largo,
1995; Sherman et al., 1984). Engelmann and Strobel
(2000) follow that it is quite obvious that, in some
studies (Alicke and Largo, 1995; Krueger and Clement,
1994), the DMs might have become suspicious about
this information and thus might have discarded it. In the
present study, the DMs are not deceived.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Computerized experiment:
Until the mid1970s, all experiments on individual decision making
were run manually by economists and psychologists,
that is, the experiments were hand run. Yet, the current
experiment is computerized in the light of advantages
of computerized experiments. One advantage is that
computers speed up the execution and allow more
periods performed by the participants. Since the current
experiment includes an iterated game of 100 rounds, the
computerized experiment can regain this advantage.
Once software is properly installed, it minimizes
marginal cost in terms of experimenters’ time and cost
per observation (Friedman and Cassar, 2004a).

point to 0.6 Yen (about 0.5 US cent at the time of the
experiment) and received no initial (showing up) fee.
They were asked to perform the following choice
problem:
State A: Choose between L: (6, 1) and R: (5, 1)
State B: Choose between L: (4, 1) and R: (3, 1)
Note that we let (V, 1) be an alternative that yields
a sure payoff of V points: one selection of this
alternative enables the participants to earn V points for
sure. They were seated in front of a computer screen
that presented two marked keys: one was marked L and
another R. They were told that the experiment included
100 rounds and their task was to select one of the two
keys in each round t (t = 1, 2, … , 100). The computer
provided the participants with binary types of feedback
immediately following each choice: (1) the payoff for
the choice that appeared on the screen for the duration
of one second and (2) an update of an accumulating
payoff counter, which was constantly displayed.
The experiment was conducted under the condition
that the participants were, at the beginning of the
experiment, presented with two equally likely states of
the world: State A (a priori relatively high state) and
State B (a priori relatively low state). Unannounced to
the participants, State A was a dummy state and State B
was an actual state. That is, they were not disclosed
which of the two states of the world was realized in the
experiment, but disclosed that they were asked to
choose either L or R on the computer screen for 100
times. However, they were, in advance, disclosed that
an actual state of the world had been predetermined
(before they started experimental tasks) and the same
state of the world was realized across the experiment.
Thus, the participants were informed of the payoff
structure of the experiment, except for the realization of
the state of the world.

RESULTS
Apparatus and procedure: The current experiment
was conducted at Kyoto Experimental Economics
The results revealed that the participants chose
both L and R within given 100 rounds. The aggregated
Laboratory (KEEL), Japan, with 31 participants, who
proportion of L choices was 0.94. The results showed
were undergraduates at Kyoto Sangyo University and
that L was chosen, on average, 94 out of 100 times.
recruited with the recruitment system at KEEL. On
Figure 1 presents the proportion of L choices in blocks
arrival at KEEL, each participant was assigned a
of ten rounds over 31 participants. Observation of the
workstation that displayed an experimental screen. The
results of individual participants showed that, of 31
participants received verbal and written instruction and
participants:
were given an opportunity to ask questions individually
before the experiment. The instruction included
Observation 1: About 9 participants (29%) chose only
explanations of computer screens and experimental
L during the experiment
procedure for consolidation of the experiment. The
Observation 2: About 1 participant chose only L in
instruction was read aloud and the participants were
rounds 1-90; only R in rounds 91-100
given an opportunity to ask questions individually. At
Observation 3: About 19 participants (61%) chose
the conclusion of the experiment, they were paid
both L and R in rounds 1-10; only L in
individually and privately at a conversion rate of one
rounds 11-100
1543
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states (State A and State B) was being realized during
the experiment. One implies that the participants’
choice of both alternatives during the first ten rounds
was made in order for them to check whether or not the
given information on the payoff structure was true. As
shown above, a current experimental design allowed the
participants to observe and check the immediate
feedback from their choice at each round. There exists
the effect of suspiciousness on the information provided
by experimenters. Due to suspiciousness, the
participants exhibited curiosity that led them to try both
an attractive/preferable alternative (L) and an
unattractive alternative (R) so as to check the outcome
Fig. 1: The aggregated proportion of L choices in
of the alternatives with an immediate feedback after
blocks of ten rounds
each choice. If, on the other hand, the participants were
unsuspicious, then they were not interested in the
Observation 4: About 1 participant chose only L in
unattractive alternative at all and hence were willing to
rounds 1-50; both L and R in rounds
choose only L for all rounds of the experiment in order
51-60; only L in rounds 61-100
to maximize their payoffs.
Observation 5: About 1 participant chose only L in
What is the possible cause of the DMs’
rounds 1-50; both L and R in rounds
suspiciousness?
It is viewed as the DMs’ “second51- 60; only R in rounds 61-100
guessing” towards the information available to them.
The first-guessing is concerned with the DMs’ intuition
Given that the orthodox conception defines
about the information: the intuition that L yields higher
economic rationality as the maximization of utility
payoffs than R, no matter which state of the world is
function defined on a sure amount of money, the results
realized. The second-guessing is concerned with the
revealed that the participants exhibited a string of
DMs’ suspiciousness about the information: They guess
irrational economic behaviors. Whether or not the
that R may perhaps yield higher payoffs than L, despite
principle of economic rational choice constitutes the
the information provided by the experimenter. Given
“gold” standard for an analysis of decision making, it
the information provided, the participants can retain the
seems idealized decisions for the participants to always
first-guessing about the payoff structure and hence the
choose L during given 100 rounds, no matter which of
intuition. If they only have the first-guess, then they are
the two states they believe is realized. However, the
not interested in choosing R, but in choosing only L
results reveal that some participants chose both L and R
during the experiment. That is, they do not exhibit
within 100 rounds (i.e., they mixed between the two
curiosity. On the other hand, having retained the firstalternatives), exhibiting curiosity-seeking behavior.
guessing, some participants retain the second-guessing
Having observed the participants’ curiosity-seeking
too. They become interested in choosing R for certain
behavior,
below
are
illustrated
behavioral
times to observe what R can yield so as to feel certain
interpretations of the curiosity-seeking behavior.
that L yields higher payoffs than R, as the DMs are told
so by the experimenter. The DMs’ second-guessing
DISCUSSION
invokes their curiosity-seeking behavior to try both an
attractive alternative and an unattractive alternative.
Curiosity-seeking due to suspiciousness: We raise a
Suspicion was invoked by those participants who
discussion on curiosity-seeking behavior that is invoked
knowingly participated in the manipulative (ambiguity)
by the DMs’ “suspiciousness” about the information
experiment and attempted to resist the manipulative
provided by others. We shall show that the participants
information. The current experiment used manipulation
of the experiment exhibited curiosity-seeking behavior
of the information on the payoff structure. The
as a result of their suspicions towards the information
manipulation was used to create an ambiguity treatment
provided by the experimenter. It appears that a subset of
so as to induce the participants’ second-guess. The
the participants exhibited the curiosity-seeking behavior
effect of suspiciousness should not be negligible. There
in the first ten rounds of the experiment. The results
should be a major behavioral difference between the
(Observation 3) show that 61% of the participants chose
findings from the experimental data of the suspicious
both L and R in the first ten rounds of the experiment.
participants and the findings from the data of the
Note that L dominates R no matter which of the two
1544
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unsuspicious/naive participants. The behavioral
difference is concerned with the participants’ curiosityseeking behavior.
There raises a concern about the effect of
suspiciousness for discussion on the adolescent problem
behavior that is evoked as a result of a consequence of
adolescent curiosity. One major adolescent problem
behavior is initiation of smoking. Adolescent smoking
has still been a problem, despite the launch of a number
of health education programmes on smoking. In
addition, there are also a number of antismoking
campaigns with an aim of reducing adolescent smoking.
These campaigns make an announcement of the
harmful effects of smoking, such as “Smoking increases
the risk of lung cancer.” Regardless of the campaigns,
many adolescents do not fully trust but are optimistic
about the potential risk of smoking reported through the
campaigns. The adolescents’ distrust may cause
suspiciousness towards the information on dangers of
smoking. Due to their suspiciousness, the adolescents
exhibit rebelliousness that leads them to exhibit
curiosity about smoking and they get initiated into
smoking. Besides a series of health promotion
programmes on smoking conducted at schools, we
observe parent-adolescent discussions at each home,
where parents introduce the possible harmful effects of
smoking to the adolescents, regardless of whether they
have engaged in delinquent behavior in the past. Parentadolescent discussions are good opportunity where the
parents can discipline their children. Since the parents
know that the adolescents today face many temptations
that include not only initiation of smoking but drinking,
the parents are willing to hold parent-adolescent
discussions with mutual trust which is important in a
parent-adolescent
relationship.
However,
the
adolescents do not all mature so that they express
distrust/suspicions of the accuracy of the information
provided by their parents.

there is no satiation over the course of the experiment
(Hunt, 1963). On the contrary, there exists satiation in
non-salient incentives that are commonly employed by
psychologists (e.g., grade points)). Second, the DMs
with an inactive exploration tend not to actively
participate in the decision tasks but to participate being
reluctant to maximize their payoffs. The DMs exhibit
curiosity to adventure and risky behavior as an antidote
to boredom which results when life becomes routine
and humdrum (Dowling and Yap, 2006).
The results (Observation 4) show that one
participant chose only L during the first 50 rounds, both
L and R during the middle of the experiment and only L
for the rest of the round. Choosing only L for the first
50 rounds is associated with her “unsuspiciousness”
towards the information on the payoff structure given
by the experimenter and hence, non-curiosity seeking
behavior. Let us indulge the following supposition that,
during the first 50 rounds, she was satiated with her
choice (i.e., choosing only L) and its outcomes, though
the experimental task became routine and humdrum.
Having gone through decision-making processes for 50
times with her satisfaction, she was drawn by her
curiosity that was invoked as a result of boredom and
led her to try an unattractive alternative (R) for some
times. After trying R then, she moved back to L and
kept choosing only L until the end of the rounds,
without exhibiting curiosity.
The notion of curiosity due to boredom is
addressed to problems related to adolescent smoking.
Boredom after participating everyday in routine and
humdrum activities in the school would result in
curiosity. There is an information that cigarette
smoking may reduce and relieve boredom and fatigue
and in some cases help adolescents to escape the harsh
realities of their world (Madu and Matla, 2003). This
sort of information has been disseminated among
adolescents. Hence, many of them start and continue
smoking with their expectation that smoking can reduce
boredom. One asserts that active participation in school
communication activities and sport activities develop
students’ interests, which can help to keep them away
from boredom and away from smoking. The schools
and law-enforcement agencies should take note of this
assertion.

Curiosity-seeking due to boredom: We present a
perspective on the nature of “boredom” that is a sign of
curiosity that tends to indicate inactive exploration
towards the DMs’ behavior. Here is a two-fold
presumption that has much to contribute to our
discussion: First, the DMs with an active exploration
Curiosity-seeking due to the end effect: The DMs
tend to actively participate in the decision tasks, aiming
develop a pattern of behavior followed by the “end
at maximizing their obtained payoffs (This study
effect”. The experimental results reveal the end effect
maintains two assumptions: The first is an assumption
towards the end of experimental tasks (i.e., in the last
of “nonsatiation” in money that states the DMs are
ten rounds). The end effect is a change in the
nonsatiated with money, that is, the more money gives
participants’ behavior as the time periods reach to the
them a higher level of utility. The second assumption is
time to the end. In other words, the end effect is
that many of us want more of monetary incentives and
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characterized by a change in their behavior towards the
last rounds of the experiment. An attempt to explain
curiosity-seeking behavior as a result of the end effect
is based on the idea of the incomplete/ambiguous
information on the payoff structure. The results
(Observation 3) show that one participant chose only L
in rounds 1-90 without exhibiting curiosity and chose
only R in rounds 91-100 with exhibiting curiosity in
order for her to observe what the unattractive
alternative (R) could yield.
Curiosity due to the end effect concerns initiation
of smoking behavior among school students. Smoking
initiation is a major problem among a number of highschool students who have completed final stage of highschool and await a graduation ceremony. They are
clearly informed of the date of the ceremony, so that
they can know when they completely end their highschool life. It attracts an attention that even those
students who have never smoked during high-school
years are reported to start and continue smoking. For
example, in Australia, there is “Schoolies” that refers to
the Australian tradition of high-school graduates having
week-long holidays following the end of their final
exams in late November and early December
(Wikipedia). Schoolies events include concerts, dances
and parties in which many adolescents initiate smoking
and drinking.

curiosity is incurred. This hypothesis is supported by
the current results. It reveals that L was overall chosen
94 out of 100 times. It evidently suggests that the
participants of the current experiment exhibited
curiosity in making decisions.
Decision making in the absence of perfect
information:
Homo economics is a rational DM
with perfect information and perfectly ordered
preferences (Aktipis and Kurzban, 2004). Now, I
hypothesise that the DMs without perfect information
on the payoff structure would behave irrationally with
exhibiting curiosity. The current experiment is designed
to obtain data that support this hypothesis. The
experiment uses a design of drawing offers from an
ambiguous distribution. In other words, the experiment
consists of an ambiguous treatment in which the perfect
information on the payoff structure is not available to
the participants. The results show that they exhibited
curiosity by exploring (choosing) both alternatives
within given 100 rounds. The results support the
conjecture that curiosity is aroused even when the
objective, perfect information on the payoff distribution
is not available to the participants.
CONCLUSION

This study has presented the persistent nature of
curiosity
behavior with an economics experiment on
Decision making in the absence of tangible costs:
sequential decision making problems. On the one hand,
One primary point of this study is to design an
a number of previous psychology papers report
economics experiment on curiosity in which
questionnaire-based experiments on curiosity; that is,
compensation (i.e., monetary payoffs) is applied to
the authors have implemented the experiments with
make choices meaningful. This is critical because there
experimental psychology approaches. Even though
is a tangible cost associated with behaving irrationally
there exist a number of previous experimental studies
in the present experiment; whilst there is no tangible
on curiosity conducted by psychologists, no economics
cost in previous “questionnaire-based” experiments on
experiments on curiosity have been conducted in which
curiosity run by psychologists. In other words, a cost of
the participants receive monetary payoffs, contingent
curiosity is incurred to the DMs in the current
on their performance in the experiments. For example,
experiment, whereas it is not incurred in the previous
Berlyne (1954) tested several elements of his theory by
psychology experiments. A convincing body of
conducting experiments on curiosity involving human
research demonstrates that the use of questionnaires can
subjects. Yet, Loewenstein (1994) points out that the
be problematic because the DMs have no incentives to
Berlyne’s experiments are fabulously complicated.
report their strategy reliably (Sonnemans, 1998). The
Berlyne’s experimental apparatus and procedure are
addition of monetary rewards makes the results of
against the principle of experimental economics that
experiments more reliable and reproducible (Jamal and
should create the simplest possible economic
Sunder, 1991; Smith and Walker, 1993). Camerer and
environment in which we can address research issues
Hogarth (1999) present an analysis of the behavior of
(Friedman and Cassar, 2004b).
the experimental subjects who are paid zero, low or
On the other hand, this study has presented the
high financial performance-based incentives. Camerer
current experiment with salient rewards to the
and Hogarth demonstrate that higher incentives do
participants. The experiment is designed in the light of
often improve the subjects’ performance. The current
the sine qua non that a combination of experimental
experiment is designed to test the hypothesis that the
economics and experimental psychology approaches
DMs exhibit curiosity even when a tangible cost of
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may succeed in providing a methodology for
reconciling prescriptive and descriptive model of
decision making. The current experimental study makes
several contributions: This study examines curiosity
behavior with an experiment with binary choice tasks,
whereas previous literature has not employed binary
choice tasks to examine curiosity behavior. My recent
study (Fujikawa, 2009) draws up an outline for the
binary choice tasks: There are many situations in which
a binary restriction seems quite reasonable. A number
of studies (Alessie et al., 2004; Moon, 2004) shed some
lights on the complexity within a binary choice
framework. Teraji (2003) adduce an example: Even
when we talk about economic thought, we often think
in terms of two alternative schools or approaches, such
as Monetarist versus Keynesian, Historical versus
Analytical and Rational versus Evolutionary.
To check hypotheses developed in this study, an
economics experiment was conducted in which the
participants received cash payoffs contingent on their
performance. The experiment is the first systematic
attempt to investigate an individual DMs’ curiosity in
the face of tangible costs of their curiosity.
Experimental results support the hypotheses, revealing
that curiosity is aroused even when the DMs are not
disclosed the perfect information on the payoff
structure. It is important to know from the current
results that curiosity is aroused even when the DMs
should incur tangible costs of curiosity. Yet, one asserts
that much less curiosity would be observed in the
situation where the DMs bear tangible costs of their
curiosity behavior than in the situation where they do
not need to bear behavioral costs.
I would like to conclude by stating that the number
of adolescents who initiate smoking is a pointer to the
fact that schools need to intensify preventive
programmes and to introduce punitive monetary
penalties. Introduction of the punitive monetary
provisions can alter both adolescents’ and parents’
mindset about initiation of smoking. Since many of the
illicit cigarette smokers indicate boredom, tiredness and
stress, under which they use those substances, it is
necessary to provide enough recreational facilities in
schools (Madu and Matla, 2003). These would help in
reducing the number of adolescents’ smoking.
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